YOUR STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO CHOOSING AND USING FONTS
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The Art of Fonts—Your Step-by-Step Guide

The Art of Fonts—Your Step-by-Step Guide
by Christina Tarkoff

Christina is a design and marketing
specialist with over 20 years of experience
in online and offline marketing strategy and
development. Christina has always been a
design perfectionist and has remained on
the cutting edge of online marketing, web
design and social media marketing.
In 2013, Christina became a Hubspot Certified Partner Agency to help
her current and future clients transform their traditional marketing
campaigns into inbound campaigns that attracts leads and converts those
leads into paying customers!
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It’s a noisy world out there!

Over 3 Billion

Over 1 Billion

INTERNET USERS IN THE WORLD

TOTAL NUMBER OF WEBSITES IN THE WORLD

Over 2.4 Million

Over 500 Million

BLOG POSTS WRITTEN EACH DAY

TWEETS SENT EACH DAY

Over 95 Million

Over 135 Billion

INSTAGRAM PHOTOS UPLOADED EACH DAY

EMAILS SENT EACH DAY

source: http://www.internetlivestats.com/
icons: http://www.flaticon.com
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You have only a few seconds to get the attention of your potential
customers. Suddenly...IMAGES MATTER!

The Visual Content Revolution
It’s a noisy world out there...blogs, ebooks, pay-to-play social media, native
advertising. The list gets longer and longer with each passing day. You have only a few
seconds to get the attention of your potential customers. Suddenly...images matter!
And, as the saying goes, “One picture is worth a thousand words.”

Text + Images = Strong Visual Brand
Combining text and images creates powerful
messages that help your brand stand out from
the crowd.
Typography and fonts are key elements for of all
kinds of visual content. From captions to headlines
to social media posts...fonts and typography play
an important role in how you communicate to your
audience.
If you are mystified about how typography can work for you, or how to get started.
Read on...we’ll give you a brief intro into how fonts and typography can help you
create more impactful messages for your business and grab the attention of your
potential customers with a Strong Visual Brand!

Let’s Get Started. . .
SHARE THIS EBOOK!
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What’s a font?
“Typeface” vs. “Font”—What’s the difference?
• typeface |`tip ,fas|
Refers to a collection or family of fonts.
—T
 IMES ROMAN
is the name of a Typeface.

• font |fänt|
Refers to the specific weight
(bold, light, etc) and variation (italic, etc.)
of the typeface.
— TIMES ROMAN BOLD ITALIC
is the name of a Font.

Typeface Weight & Variation

a a a a
roman

bold

italic

bold italic

Typeface Styles

A

Sans Serif

A
Serif

A A
Slab Serif

Script
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Font Facts: Everything you always wanted to know about
text, fonts and typography!

Anatomy of Text

Fonts
Typography

CAP-HEIGHT

X-HEIGHT

BASELINE

BASELINE

LINE HEIGHT (LEADING) is the
distance of space from baseline to
baseline.

ASCENDER

DESCENDER

LETTER SPACING is the
space between letters.

BASELINE- The baseline is the imaginary line upon which most letters “sit” and below which
descenders extend. (Source: Wikpedia)
LINE HEIGHT (LEADING)- distance of space from baseline to baseline
LETTER SPACING- the space between letters
X-HEIGHT- the height of typed text
CAP HEIGHT the height of capital letters - The height of a capital letter above the baseline (with a
flat top like “I” or “T” as opposed to one with a curved like “O”). (Source: Typographical glossary)
ASCENDER- A stem on a lower case letter which extends above the x-height.
DESCENDER- A stem on a lower case letter which extends below the baseline.

...continued on page 7
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Font Facts: Everything you always wanted to know about
text, fonts and typography!

Anatomy of Text (continued from page 6)
KERNING- adjusting the spacing between two letters

KERNING adjusts the spacing
between two letters.

LINE LENGTH- the length measured from right to left
of a body of text

Aw Aw
Kerned

PARAGRAPH ALIGNMENT - (Left, Right, Center)
• Left aligned (also known as flush left) - where the
body of text is aligned along the left margin

Not Kerned

PARAGRAPH ALIGNMENT

ALIGNED
LEFT
Uptati autem eum
non estionsedit
arundi ut es
consequis vollaut

LINE LENGTH

ALIGNED
CENTER
Uptati autem eum
non estionsedit
arundi ut es
consequis vollaut

LINE LENGTH

ALIGNED
RIGHT
Uptati autem eum
non estionsedit
arundi ut es
consequis vollaut

• Right aligned - (also known as
flush right) where the body of
text is aligned along the right
margin
• Center aligned - (also known
as centered ) text is aligned
to neither the left nor right
margin; there is an even gap on
each side of each line.

LINE LENGTH

SHARE THIS EBOOK!
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Visual Hierarchy in Typography
(Think of the British Monarchy.)

Visual Hierarchy
Fonts and typefaces are excellent tools to inform your audience of what you want your
reader to see first and how to proceed. We call this the hierarchy.
You want the most important information to stand out. By use of color, bolding, italicizing, and
changing the size and weight of your text you create a hierarchy of importance.

Queen Elizabeth II
Prince George of Cambridge (b. 2013)

If the position of Queen Elizabeth II of England within the British monarchy were
given a typeface and font, she’d be a 36 point, Cinzel Bold, while Baby Prince George
might be a 12 point, Lato Light!

...continued on page 9
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“A hierarchy is an arrangement or classification of things
according to relative importance!”
Source: New Oxford American Dictionary

Visual Hierarchy (continued from page 8)
By applying the principles and the elements of visual
hierarchy, you can guide your readers to where you want
them to go!
Typography plays an important role in the concepts of visual
hierarchy. A strong visual hierarchy points readers to the
most important areas of your website page, blog post or pdf
brochure.

Read Me First
READ ME NEXT

Ratum autectus aut
a con nissum dolumquia
acernatium quiae omnis cus etur aute nimilig
Obitaerum arupta dia nis simi, consed
• Quossunt et a que num ipsam quos
• dolorrum qui beatecum
essus aut et est aut dolut quiatiuribea porem ex et qui
conseque nonsed mi, ommo quis eiuntur, quatius

Call to Action!
Color, font size, style and position all play an important role
by giving your readers the information they need and the
order in which they need it.

WEAK VISUAL
HIERARCHY
“Blah, blah, blah...”
You can see how
“grey” this block of
text appears. It’s so
boring and blah don’t torture your
readers, or even
worse, drive them
away!

Genias aritatur, odipici odiciusam volorrum
quiatur?
Ullit, alignimin est lant molorum recto et, comniasitae voluptae nossita aliquis alibus natisimil
illaborem fuga. Et estiat audaectio modis aut volo
ratat alitatet, inciaspedit fugitatem alitaturitia con
cuptur, estiust erchiciant as mi, ut autet abor sequoditat adit pratur sum num rem atiumque ratium
quiaeru mquaspe rciasperunt, tempore occus aut lat.
Ciis sunt dolutat ianditio coressus doluptatis molest
officto tatatia dolorem acerro con corio duci as alis
eliquatem destibus et quiant labor aut et offictur? Et
parum quate dollaborum fugitassime nulland
igendestio etur, aut ipiditi atquodi abor aut andeste
que pos ad ullorrum quataquassus ut arum etur,
comnihi llaborepra soluptatia ad ut quod ea corrum
expliqui res venis modita quo omnimagnim quae
velendere lique vollit ullit que que consequat la et
excepe ventenis id miligentior aut pra vendantio con
rero dollent, utDoluptaerro ommos pa

STRONG VISUAL
HIERARCHY!
When you organize your
content with a strong sense
of order — you help your
reader stay interested and
guide them to important
information!

REMEMBER! Do not emphasize
everything. Emphasizing too many titles,
paragraphs, quotes, calls-to-action, etc.
is like emphasizing nothing.
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Finding the Perfect Font Fit!
Generally, when you buy shoes you try them on first, and you want
to find the perfect fit.
If finding the perfect pair of shoes was anything like finding the
perfect font, Google Fonts would be your new favorite personal
shopper.
Google Fonts is a fantastic place to find just
the right typeface and font you are looking for.
Options are endless, and FREE!
There are 667 typeface
families to choose from
and you can preview the
fonts by word, sentence,
or paragraph.

You can even preview Font Pairings
by clicking this symbol.

Another fantastic place
for a variety of fonts and
typefaces is Font Squirrel.
They offer both free and
paid fonts and have tons of
search categories/filters
to help you find just what
you’re looking for.
http://www.fontsquirrel.
com/home
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Choose the Font that is Right for YOUR Business
How to Choose Fonts
The variety of options can be overwhelming, and sometimes you’re unsure of which font is the “right”
font. Yes, the amount of options are endless, which can make your choice even more difficult, but here
are some tips to keep in mind that will help you make the right decision.
—WHAT IS YOUR BRAND?
You want your typeface and font to align with the brand of your
company. Is your business creative and whimsical or more structured
and formal? Choose a font that matches your mission, and encompasses
your personality. The Brawny paper towel typeface and font is bold and
masculine, while the typeface and font
for Lancome is classic and elegant.
—IS IT READABLE?
You want to choose a font that is easy
for people to read. The easier it is for
someone to read your font, the easier it is for them to understand what the text actually says. You don’t
want your font to distract your audience, you want it to engage them.
—EXPERIMENT
With so many options, yes it can be hard to make a decision, but experimentation is a great way to
find out what you like and what you hate. Try different sizes, try all caps, try pairing one typeface with
another. That polka dot dress might look great with black tights, but you won’t know until you try it on.
Previewing the varieties of options will help you choose the one that is right for you and your business.
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After reading this ebook, you should have a basic understanding of how
important it is use and choose the appropriate fonts for your brand,
Once you’ understand the art of fonts and images you’ll become a
marketing superstar, driving traffic to your website, getting leads and
converting those leads into paying customers that spread the word
about your products and services.

Learn more about how using
fonts and images will attract your
perfect customers.
Schedule Your Free
No-Obligation Consultation
Christina Tarkoff/Art of Inbound
1030 Mason Avenue
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
USA
484-452-6343

Art of
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